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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following 3-parameter family of plane vector fields 
(1) * - /(x, Я) := A(X) x + h(x, Я) , 
where x = (x1? x2) є R\ X = (ЯІ5 Я2, Я3) є Д3, / = (/ l f/2) є С00, 
(2) ft(0, Я) = 0 for all Я , 
(3) - й ( - х , Я) = ft(x, Я) for all Я, x 
and fc(x, 0) = 0(||x||2). We assume that 
*42i] 
and the matrix Л(Я) is a versal unfolding of A(0). We may assume without loss of 
generaHty (see Arnold [1]) that 
(»') * K U ] 








- g 3 / 2 ( o , o ) , 0 
; - g 5 / 2 ( 0 , 0 ) + 0 i 
ôxi 3x2 
Under the hypotheses (Hl)-(H4) the singular point (0,0) represents a singularity 
of codimension 3 in the space of all plane vector fields with Z2 symmetry, and these 
hypotheses are generically satisfied in the space of all smooth famiUes of the form 
(!) satisfying (2), (3) and endowed with the Whitney C°°-topology. Moreover, the set 
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of all such singularities generically consists of isolated points. If the hypotheses 
(Hl)-(H4) are satisfied, except ß1 = 0, then the singular point (0,0) represents 
a singularity of codimension 2. Bifurcations near such a singularity are well-known 
(see Carr [5], Hale [18], Horozov [17] and Takens [27]). This singularity appears 
for the family (l) on a l-dimensional submanifold of the parameter space. 
The main results on codimension 2 bifurcations are well-known (see Arnold [1], 
Bogdanov [2], [3], Carr [5], Chow and Hale [7], Guckenheimer and Holmes [16], 
Horozov [17], Hale [18], Takens [26], [27] and Žoladek [28], [29]). Recently, 
multiparameter bifurcations of vector fields have been intensively studied (see 
Dangelmayr and Guckenheimer [10], Dumortier et al. [12], Medved [21], [22], 
[24], Žoladek [30]). For applications of such results see e.g. Guckenheimer [14]. 
Very useful for applications are the results on bifurcations of equivariant vector 
fields. Many bifurcation problems concerning equivariant vector fields with higher 
dimensional state space are reducible to bifurcation problems of plane vector fields 
at least partially. As an example we mention the results concerning smooth para-
metrized vector fields on jR4 with non-zero nilpotent linear parts which are equivariant 
with respect to the diagonal action of 0(2), the group of orthogonal 2 x 2 matrices, 
on R* (see Guckenheimer [15] and Medved' [23]). A normal form of order oo of 
such vector fields derived in Medved' [23] has the form 
V v Xl = ^ 3 s X2 ~ * 4 > 
X3
 == A^X^ ~T~ A2X3 ~r" X^JriX^ ~r X2i X±X4 ^ 2 ^ 3 ' ^) ' 
+ x&(xl +xl,X), 
X4
 == Á>^X2 ' ^ 2 ^ 4 ' X4±iX^ • ^ 2 ' ^l*^4 ^2^3? ^v ' 
+ x2Q(xl +*2,A), 
where X — (Яі, A2,..., Xk) є Rk is a parameter. This normal form has been obtained 
by the method presented in Elphick et al. [13] and it differs from that obtained 
by J. Guckenheimer [l5], which is of order 3. It is also proved there that if the func­
tion P is bounded then the set D = {(xu x2, x3, x4) e R*: x±x4 — x2x3 = 0} is an 
invariant set of the family (4), and if x = (xl9 x2, x3, x4) is a solution of (4) with 
x(0) e D and a = x\ + x\, ß = x\ + x\ then (Z, Y) == (Va, V#) is а solution of 
the system 
(5) X = 7, 
Ý = XXX + X2Y + Q(X
2, X) X + P(X2, X) Y. 
This system satisfies the symmetry condition (3) and so our results concerning co-
dimension 3 bifurcations of the family (1) can also be applied to this bifurcation 
problem. 
The problem concerning the existence of homoclinic and heteroclinic trajectories 
as well as the number of simple limit cycles of plane vector fields can often be solved 
by using the properties of Abelian integrals (see Arnold [ l ] , Ilyashenko [19], [20]). 
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This method has also been used in the study of codimension 2 bifurcations (see 
Bogdanov [2], [3], Carr [5], Drachman et al. [11], Dumortier et al. [12], Cushman 
and Sanders [9], Chow and Sanders [8], Carr et al. [6], Sanders and Cushman [25], 
Žoladek [28], [29], [30], Horozov [17]). We also use this method and the proofs 
of our results are close to the proofs of J. Carr [5] (see also Hale [18]). 
One can check that the transformation ( x b x2) -^ |a |~
1 / 2 ( x b x2) transforms the 
family (l) into the same form with a = ± 1 . We study the case a = — 1. Since our 
considerations are local, we may also assume without loss ofgenerality that the family 
(I) is in the following normal form (see e.g. Elphic et al [13] and Guckenheimer and 
Holmes [16]): 
(6) x = y , 
ý = (є - x2) x + (p± + fi2x2 + ßxA) y + R(x2, г, ц) y , 
where (г, ju) = (є, [лІ9 ß2) є R3 is a parameter, R є C00, R(x\ 0, 0) = o(|x|4), ß Ф 0. 
The introduction of the scaled variables 
(7) x = öu , y = ô2v , t = с - 1 т , ^ = о2ѵх , fi2 = v2 
where ô = |г|1/2 leads to new equations 
(8) û = v , 
v = (x - u2) u + ô{v1 4- v2u
2 + o2ßu4 + òAg(u2, ô, vu v2)) v , 
where x = sign є, g(x2, 0, 0, 0) = o(|x|4), ö = |e|1 / 2 . 
2. HOMOCLINIC TRAJECTORIES 
We study the system (6) with a > 0. The family (8) has the form 
(9) wô: û = v , 
v = (1 - u2) u + о(ѵ± + v2u2 + o2ßu* + o*g(u2, Ô, vl5 v2)) v. 
The family w0 can be written in the form 
(10) u*&**l, C =-*Í , 
dv du 
where 
2 2 4 
r r / ч VZ UÁ VC 
afc,)____+_. 
The level set Я" і (о) is composed of two homoclinic trajectories 
(II) Г+ : Ui), v(t)) : = (V2 sech f, ~ V 2 sech i. tanh ř ) , 
^"•(Л0^"(0):в(-^-К0)» 
where sech t =* 2(^ř + e~~ř)~\ tanhř = (eř - e" ' ) (e ' + e*~ř)~\ Using the same 
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procedure as in Carr [5] one can derive an equation for the values of parameters 
ô9 vu v2 for which the equation (9) has homoclinic trajectories. This equation has 
the form 
(12) vxJ0 + v2J2 + d
2ßJ4 + co{o, v ls v2) = 0 , 
where юєС 0 0 , œ(o, Vj, v2) = 0(S*(vl + vl)), 
(13) J2k = i-»v2(t)u2k(t)dt, fc = 0 , l , 2 . 
One can easily check that 
Qk := i-oo sech2r. tanh*i àt = [(fc + l ) " 1 t anh*+ 1 *]^ = ^ — , 
к + 1 
fc = 0, 1, 2, . . . and therefore we have 
j2k = 2 f e + l | c o ^ SQch2k + 2t < t a n h 2 ř d ř = 
= 2*+1 J ^ sech2ř(l - tanh2ř)fc. tanh2ř át, i.e. 
w. '-*-G-G)h6)^-^sb)-
fc = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
This yields 
(15) J0 = 2 , J 2 = j ^ , J 4 = JÖ5 • 
The implicit function theorem implies that the equation (12) can be written in the 
same form, where the function co is independent of vl5 i.e. we obtain the equation 
(16) y 1 = - b . V i - P s * b + œi(5,v2)t 
Jo Jo 
where œt e C°°, eoj(c>, v2) = 0(^
4v2). This equation written in the original coordinates 
fil9 ^2 , s has the form 
(17) к = q>,(^, s) := -fap2 - «±ß82 + 0 ( e 2 ^ ) . 
Let Lt := graph q>l% 
Theorem 2. 1. There is an open neighbourhood U x Vof the origin (p2,8) = 
= (0,0) and a C^-function q>1: U x V-^R of the form (17) such that when 
(ß1,fi2,8)eL1 =graph^>l5 the equation (6) has a homoclinic trajectory (see 
Fig. 3). 
3. PERIODIC TRAJECTORIES SURROUNDING 
ALL THREE EQUILIBRIUM POINTS 
Using the procedure as in Carr [5] one can obtain an equation for the values of 
parameters ö, vu v2 for which the equation (9) has periodic trajectories surrounding 
all three equilibrium points and lying in a small neighbourhood of the homocUnic 
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trajectory appearing for (ju, є) є Lx. This equation has the form 
(18) vJo + v2h + o2ßI2 + w{o, vu v2) = 0 , 
where & e C00, c5(<5, vu v2) = 0(č4(v? + vf)), 
(19) /4 = f0 M2ř" r(u) di/ , ř = 0, 1, 2 , 
r(u) := (и2 - iw4 + 2Ь)1/2, 4Ь - с4 - 2c2, ò > 0. The implicit function theorem 
implies that the equation (18) can be written in the same form, where the function a> 
is independent of vl5 i.e. we obtain the equation 
(20) v,= - ^ v , - o ^ ^ + &,(o,v,), 
^o ^o 
where o>! є C00. This equation can be written in the original coordinates fit, fi2, £ 
and we obtain the equation 
(21) fi, = cp2(fi2, e) : = -P(b) sfi2 - ß Q{b) e
2 + 0(e2fi22), 
where P(b) := / i / /o, Q(b) := l2jI0- The properties of the function P are described 
in Carr [5] (see also Hale [l8]) and we shall recall them later. 
If/ ' ,: = dIi|db then 
(22) /;= f^du. 
Jo Au) 
Since r(c) ~ 0 we have 
0 = Г — ( и 2 і r(u))du = (2/ + 1) Ги2і í M du + Гм2 і + 1 ^ ^ du, 
J 0 d u Jo г(м) Jo r(u) 
and using the definition of r(w) and (22) we obtain 
(23) (2i + 3 ) j ; + 2 - 4(/ + i ) / ; + 1 - 4(2* + i) w; = o , / = o, i, 2 , . . . . 
Integration by parts yields 
h = ÍS "4 K«)d« = I fo (»8 - "6) (K"))"1 dH , i.e. 
(24) 5I2 = П - /3 • 
From (24) we have 
(25) / i = | ( / i + Ы'о), 
/3 = |I'2 + ЧЫ\ , 
П = T J 3 + " " i • 
These equalities and (24) yield 
(26) I2 = ^ ( ( 8 + 29b) I[ + 4b(2 + 5b) I'0). 
By Carr [5] and Hale [18] 
(27) 3/0 = I[ + 4bI'0 , 
15Í! = (4 + l2b)l't +4bI'o, 
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and from this system we obtain the following system of differential equations for 
i . , J , : 
, ;=_J_(5,,- , ,) , 
г°-щащ«1+и)'°-5'^ 
which are called the Picard-Fuchs equations for Abelian integrals. From (26) and (28) 
we have the formula 
(29) I2 = f(2I, + Wo) 
and thus the function Q{b) — l2jI0 has the form 
(30) Q(b) = %2P(b) + b). 
Therefore the equation (21) has the form 
(31) fi, = x(b, fi2, e) := -P(b) 8fi2 - Щ(Ъ) e2 + 0 ( e 2 ^ ) , 
where 
(32) y(b):=P(b) + b|2, b>0. 
Let us recall the properties of the function P(b) (see Carr [5], Guckenheimer and 
Holmes [16], Hale [18] and Fig. 1). 
(I) lim P(b) = 1 , lim P'{b) = - oo; 
b^0+ b^0 + 
(II) P has a unique singular point Ъг > 0, min P(b) = P(bt) = 0. 752; 
b>0 
(III) P'(b) < 0 for b < bx and P'(b) > 0 for b > bt; 
(IV) limP(fe) = oo; 
Ь^-оо 
( 3 3 ) P,{b) = 4b(i + 4b) ( _ 4 Ь + 4 ( 2 f e " J ) Р ( Ь ) + 5 ( Р ( Ь ) ) 2 • 
The equation (33) can be derived using (28). From ( I ) - ( IV) and (32) it follows that 
(a) lim ф(Ь) = 1, lim>'(b) = - o o , ф(Ь) > P(b) for b > 0; 
b^0+ b^0+ 
(b) ^ has a unique singular point cx > 0, c1 < b1 (see (II)), min ф(Ь) = ^(c t) ; 
b > 0 
(c) ^'(b) < 0 for b < cl and ф\Ь) > 0 for b> cx\ 
(d) lim ^(fo) = oo. 
b^oo 
For the graph of ф see Fig. 1. 
Lemma 3.1. Ifß > 0 (ß < 0) řftett there exists a number k > 0 such thatfor all 
(^2, e) є [0, fc) x (0, fc) ((j^2, e) є (-fc, 0] x (0, k)) the equality 
dx(b,H2>8) л • 7. 32х(Ь,д2,б) лѵ ^2 ; = 0 unphes лѵ ' ^ L ^ < 0 
5Ь 3b2 
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' 2? - > 0 ), where the function %(b, ß2,
 e) *s defined by (31). 
< аь2 ; 
Proof. If d#(b, ju2, e)/3b = 0 then using (31) and (33) we obtain that 
P>(b) = _ __̂ MEL_ + °Ы) 
lß2 + Sße lfi2 + 8jSe 
and therefore we obtain that if ßfi2 ^ 0, ^2 ,
 e sufficiently small then P'{b) < 0. 
Using the formula (33) one can show that 
(34) 2fe(l + Ab) P"(b) = 4P'(b) (P(b) - 4b - 1) + 4P(b) - 2 . 
Since P'(b) < 0, the properties of the function P(b) give that 0.7 < P(b) й 1. There­
fore 4P(b) - 4b - 1 ^ -4b < 0, 4P(b) - 2 > 0 and (34) implies that P"(b) > 0. 
We have obtained that if k > 0 is sufficiently small, (ju2, e) є [0, fc)x (0, k), ß > 0 
((^2, e) є (-fc, 0] x (0, fc), j8 < 0) and dx(b, fi2, s)|db = 0 then P"(b) > 0 and (32) 
yields ф\Ъ) > 0. Therefore from (31) we obtain that if ß > 0, jU2 ^ 0 (ß < 0, 
/<2 ^ 0) then d
2x(b, fi2i e)jdb
2 < 0 (d2x(b, fL29 s)|db
2 > 0). 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and the properties of the functions P and ф 
we obtain 
Lemma 3.2. Let ß > 0 and k be as in Lemma 3.1. Then for every (^2, є) є 
є [0, k) x (0, fc) ř/iere is a unique point bx(ß2, e) such that 
(35) max %(b, p2, s) = x(bi(^2» e)> J^, fi) 
b > 0 
and a unique point b2 = b2(ß2, s) such that 
(36) x(b2(jU2, є), Aí2, г) = /(0, jU2î e) . 
Moreover, bi(0, г) = <̂  and b2(0, г) = c2, wftere ф(сх) = min ^(b) and ^(c2) = 
Ь>0 
= ^(0), c2 > 0. J / ß < 0 and (^2, e) e ( - k , 0] x (0, fc) řfren the analogous assertion 
is valid but the equality (35) is with min on the left hand side. 
b>0 
Lemma 3.3. Thefunctions bx(fi2, г), b2(ß2, s)from Lemma 3.2 are smooth. 
Proof. Let us solve the equation 
(37) ^ ,Ь £ ) ;=МЫ = 0 , 
db 
where x is the function defined by (31) which is smooth and #"(b, 0, e) = —^ßф,(b) e2. 
Since ф'(сх) = 0 we have ^ , 0 , 0 ) = 0 for all ee(0,-fc) and d^(cuQ,s)|db = 
= —~ß ф"{сх) e2 ф 0. The implicit function theorem implies that for every є0 e (0, k) 
there is a neighbourhood U x V of (^2, e) = (0, e0) and a unique C^-function 
dx: U x V^> R such that dx(0,So) = cx, ZF{dx{ß2,z),ß2,?) = 0 for all (^ 2 , е )є 
є t/ x K By Lemma 3.1 d j ( ^ , г) = Ьх(/і2, є) for all (д2, e) є U x Fand this means 
that bx e C00. 
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Let us solve the equation 
(38) G(b, p 2 , e) : = xQ>, »2> e) » *(0, A<2, 0) = 0 . 
Obviously, G є C00, G(c2, 0, г) = 0 and dx(c2, 0, e)/5b = -fj3 ^'(сг) fi2 * °- There­
fore the implicit function theorem implies that for every e0 є (0, fe) there is a neigh­
bourhood U x V of (jU2, e) = (0, e0) and a unique C°°-function d2: U x V^ R 
such that d2(0, г0) = c2, G(d2(fi2, г), ju2, г) = 0 for all (/г2, г) є L̂  x V. By Lemma 3.1 
^2(м2, е) = Ь2(^2? e) f ° r all 0*2> e) є U x F and therefore Ъ2 є С°°. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 we obtain 
Theorem 3.4. If ß > 0 (ß < 0) then there are numbers k > 0, cx > 0, c2 > 0, 
C">-functions Xci' [0, fe) x (0, fc) -+ jR, i = 1, 2 (#Ci: (-k, 0] x (0, fe) ~> R) o/ řfte 
/orm 
(39) Xc&2, e) : = -P(cx) e^2 - fj8 ^ ) e2 + '0(eV2) , 
(40) Zc2(^2 , г) : = -P(c2) e^2 - fj8 ^(c2) e2 + 0(e2ß22), 
(xc.(/i2, e) < ksfor all (fi2, s)) cmd a neighbourhood Wof the origin (x, y) = (0, 0) 
such that for ( д 2 , г ) є [ 0 Д ) x (0Д) ( ( ^ 2 , е ) є ( — /с,0] x (0,fc)) the following 
holds: 
(1) The set Wcontains all three equilibrium points of the system (6). 
(2) If Xc2(V2, e) < ^1 < &,0*2> e) (Zc,0*2> e) < fh < Xc2(f*2i в)) ífcen ř/ге system (6) 
ft#s exactly two periodic trajectories surrounding all three equilibium points 
andlying in W. 
(3) If fit = zCl(^25 e) or Aii < Xc2(V2> e) (^i > XC2(ĵ 2> e)) ^ " ř / ^ ^ t e m (6) ftûs 
exactly one periodic trajectory surrounding all three equilibrium points and 
lying in W. 
(4) IfpLi > Xci(^2^ e) 0*i < XcXl<t>2> £)) then the system (6) has no periodic trajectories 
surrounding all three equilibrium points and lying in W (see Fig. 2, where 
L2 := graph xCi
 c E, Li := graph xC2
 c £, £ := {0h, fe г): jju2| á fc, 0 < £ < 
< k, \fii\ < ks}). 
Remark . The case ß > 0, ^2 < 0 can be obtained from the case ß < 0, fi2
 < 0 
by using the transformations í ~> — f, 3; ~> —3;, jut ~> —/іІ5 ^2 ~» —д2. 
Theorem 3.4 provides an information about the number of limit cycles sur­
rounding all three equilibrium points and lying sufficiently close to the homoclinic 
trajectory appearing 011 Lx. However, there may exist other limit cycles surrounding 
all three equilibrium points lying outside the neighbourhood W which are not 
detectable in our coordinate system defined by (7). 
Let us consider the system (6) with є < 0, i.e. 
(41) x = y , 
ý = (г - x1) x + 0*! + fi2x2 + ßx*) y + R(x2, £, ß) y . 
The origin is a focus and /^ = 0 is a bifurcation surface, where the Hopf bifurcation 
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appears. Let us introduce the polar coordinates x = g cos q>, y = g sin q>. Then the 
differential equation for g has the form 
Q = g[(s + 1) cos q> sin q> — g2 cos3 q> sin q> + (fit sin
2 ç) + 
+ Q2ßi c o s 2 Ф s*n2 Ф + ^ 4 e o s 4 Ф ^1*2 <P) + ^fej Ф, ß> д)] • 
After averaging over the interval (0, 2n) we obtain the equation 
(42) g = e(frt + y2Q2 + feßQ*) + Ô(^2, e, p)), 
where g є C00, ô(@2, 0, 0) = o(g4). The number of periodic trajectories of (41) is 
the same as the number of positive solutions of the equation 
(43) 8^i + 2^i2Q
2 + ßg4 + l6Q(g2, є, ц) = 0 . 
One can check that if ß > 0 then we have a bifurcation diagram as in Fig. 3. This 
result can also be obtained using the formulas for the first and second Lyapunov focus 
number (see Bautin and Leontovich [2] and also Medved [22]). If (fi1,ß2)eDk 
{k = 0, 1, 2) and г < 0 then the equation (41) has k periodic trajectories. This 
bifurcation is called the generalized Hopf bifurcation. Thus we obtain a surface G0 
as in Fig. 2 which corresponds to the curve H : = D0 n D2. The form of the surface G0 
indicates that it should be possible to extend it to a surface Gt lying in the half space 
г > 0. We do not prove the existence of Gx. This surface is not detectable in the co­
ordinate system defined by (7). 
4. PERIODIC TRAJECTORIES SURROUNDING SINGLE 
EQUILIBRIUM POINTS 
Similarly as in Carr [5] one can show that the equation for the values of para­
meters (ô, v1? v2) for which the equation (9) has periodic trajectories surrounding 
single equilibrium points has the form 
(44) v,K0 + v2Kt + ö
2ßK2 + W(ô, vl9 v2) = 0 , 
where We C, W(ö, vl5 v2) = 0(ô
4(vl + v\))9 
(45) Ki = Ki(c) : = £ u2i r(u) âu , і = 0, 1, 2 , 
0 < с < 1, с < d, r{d) = 0, 
/ и4 с4 \ 1 / 2 
(46) r{u):=^-U- + C--c^ . 
The implicit function theorem implies that (44) can be written in the same form, 
where the function Wis independent of vi9 i.e. we obtain the equation 
(47) v1 = -^v2-S2ß^+W(o,v2), 
K0 K0 
where We C00, W(S, v2) = 0(<>
4v2) and in the original coordinates ^ i , jU2, e we obtain 
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the equation 




Since r(d) = 0 we have 
0 = Ґ — (M2i+1 r(u)) àu = (2ř + 1) Ґи 2 ' r{u) du + 
Ґ и2і + Чи-и3) . , л. Câ 2ігЧи)л 
+ Y^ '- дм = (2i + 1) м2' ^ ^ du + 
J c K M ) J c r(u) 
+ р ^ _ р ^ р £ / г _ И + £^ 
Jc К«) J« К«) JcK")V 2 2 
Ґм 2 і + 2 Cáu1,+A ?ř 4- Ч 
+ u d« - î i~ - d« = (c3 - c)-(2(r + í)K'i+2 - tL±2. 
Jc r{u) Jc r{u) 2 
c - 2c2 
+ (2i + 
2 v 
l)*i)-
Thus we have obtained the equality 
(50) (2i + 3) X'i+2 - 4(i + 1) x;+ ! - (2i + 1) (с4 - 2c2) Г ; = 0 , 
i = 0 , l , . . . 
Now we shall derive the relations between K0, Kt, K2, K'0, K'u K'2: 
4 c4 *-r$*-j4t-? 
= (c3 - с)-1 (к; - \к'г + ^ p 2 кЛ, i.e. 
(51) Ko = B^(iAK'o+K[-^K',), 
where 
(52) A = c4 - 2c2 , B - c3 - c . 
K, = H(r(u))^u'(r(u)fdu = 
= j\r(»))-w(u>-^ + Cl-Adu = 
= B-*(iAK't +K'2 -iK'3), i.e. 
(53) X ! - B - * ( i > 4 X i + X i - i X i ) . 
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+ — - c2 ) du = 
2 2 
From (50) we obtain 
(54) 5K3 - SK'2 - 3AK[ = 0, 
(55) 3K'2 - 4X; - AK'o = 0 , 
and from these equations we have 
(56) K3 = ±(8AK'0 + (32 + 9A)K[) . 
From (51), (54) and (56) we have 
(57) 3BK0 = AK'0 + K\ 
and from (53), (54) and (55) it follows that 
(58) l5B^ = AK'o + (3A + 4)K[. 
From the system (57), (58) one can calculate that 
(59) K'0 = B {(3A + 4) K0 - 5K,), 
A(A + 1) 
(60) K[=^-(5K,-Ko). 
A + 1 
Integration by parts yields 
(61) 5BK2 = K'4 - K'3 
and from (50) we obtain 
(62) K't = Щк'3 + \AK!2 , 
к3 = %к2 + | 4к; . 
From these equation and (55), (56) we have 
(63) K2 = jL^ ((SA + 5) AK'0 + (29A + 32) K[) 
and using the formulas (59), (60) we obtain 
(64) K2 = * + (2(4A2 + 3A - 2) K0 + 5(7A + 9) K,) . 
This yields 
(65) ě= isfTiT){2{4A2 + ЪА ~2) + 5{1Ä+9) öo(c)) ' 
where 
(66) O o ( c ) : = ^ , A = c*-2c>. 
Ko{c) 
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Lemma 4. 1 (Carr [5]). 




/o r 0 < c < 1 . (67) (ШЧ > 0 
V ' \Ko(c)J 
Proof. 
^ a = G,(A) + G,(A)Qo(c), where A = c 4 - 2 c 2 , 
&o(c) 
^ ) : ^ 4 Л 2 + 3 ^ - 2 , С 2 ( Л ) : = Л - 7 ^ . V ' 35 Л + 1 V ' 7 Л + 1 









Using Lemma 4.1 and (69) we obtain 
2 4Л2 + 8Л + 5 10 
Y(c) = 
35 (Л + 1)2 l{A + 1)2 5 
2 
35(Л + 1) 
(4Л2 + SA - 15) < 0 for all c є (0, 1) , 
where A = Л(с) := с4 - 2c2. Therefore Y(c) c(c2 - 1) > 0 for all c є (0, 1). Since 
— 1 < A(c) < 0 for с є ( 0 , 1), G2(A(c)) must be positive and Lemma 4.1 implies 
Qo(c) > 0. Therefore from (68) we obtain (67). 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2 we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let thefunctions R and S be defined by (49). Then 
(1) R'(c) < 0 for c є (0,1); 
(2) if ß > 0 (ß < 0) then S'(c) < 0 (S'(c) > 0) for ce(0, l). 
Take the function 
(70) ^ - Ф0(^ s) := R(0) щ2 + S(0) є2 + 0(e2^2) 
(see (47)), where A ( 0 ) : = - 6 o ( 0 ) , S ( 0 ) : = - K , ( 0 ) / i ^ ( 0 ) , ß 0 ( 0 ) : = K m ß ( c ) 
c^0+ , 
Ki(c) : = lim Ki(c), і = 1, 2. As a consequence of Lemma 4.3 we obtain the following 
theorem.c~*0 + 
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Theorem 4.4. Ifß > 0 (ß < 0), s > 0 then there is a number k > 0, a C*-function 
Ф0: [0, fe) x (0, k) ^ R (Ф0: (-fc, 0] x (0, k) ~+ R) of the form (70) and neigh­
bourhoods Wl9W2 of the points (—1,0) and (0,1), respectively, such thatfor 
(fi2, e) є [0, fe) x (0, k) ((fi2, fi) є [-k, 0) x (0, fc)) the following holds: 
(1) The set Wi x W2 contains bothfoci of the systern (6). 
(2) If px > Ф0(^2? s) (ßi < &o(t*2> 8)) then there is no periodic trajectory of (6) 
surrounding the singlefoci and lying in Wx x W2. 
(3) / / fii ^ Фо(^2? e) (i"i ^ Фо(̂ 2> £)) ^ и řuere /s exactly one periodic trajectory 
of(6) surrounding each of the singlefoci and lying in W1 x W2. 
(See Fig. 2, where K := graph Ф0.) 
^2 
h 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
Remark . The case ß > 0, ц2 ^ 0 can be obtained from the case ß < 0, ß2 g 0 
via the transformations t ^ —t, y -+ - j ; , ^i^ —ßi, ßi ~> ~ßi-
If с = 0 then d = y/2 and thus 
N2 / м 4 \ 1 / 2 
X , ( 0 ) = w 2 ' j w 2 - ~ ) du, i = 0 , l , 2 ; 
Xo(0) = — Ґ " t/5(2 - и2)1 '2 dw = 8 V2 Ґ t;5(l - v2)1'1 àv = 
V^ J 0 J 0 
= [-8 V(2)(1 -ѵУ» (У + ±v> + ^ ) ] ' = & ; 
i Г2 
^ ( 0 ) = - | « 3 ( 2 - « 2 ) I / 2 d u = 
V^Jo 
^ [ l ( 2 - M
2 ) 5 / 2 - i ( 2 - « T 2 ] f = Â -
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We obtain that 
*i(0) = 3 X2(0) = 32 
JKo(0) 5' JKo(0) 35 
and thus the function (70) has the form 
vi = - ! ^ 2 - M ^ 2 + o(eVi)-
We conjecture that in the case ß > 0 the complete bifurcation diagram and bifur-
cations look like in Fig. 3. We have proved that for (s, jUl5 jx2) the system (6) has at 
Fig. 3. 
least two periodic trajectories between the surfaces LL and L2 surrounding all three 
equilibrium points. By the hypothetical bifurcation diagram (Fig. 3) there are three 
such periodic trajectories. One ofthem should lie outside the set W(sQQ Theorem 3.4). 
This trajectory should be the same which arises as a result of the generalized Hopf 
bifurcation, when the parameter crosses the surface A. 
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